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I. INTRODUCTION

In 1989, the former Chairman of the ICC International Court, Alain Plantey, decided to equip the Secretariat of the Court with a computer program for managing arbitration cases. Professor Davis, who was then counsel at the Secretariat, rose to the challenge. Together with some computer engineers and members of the Secretariat, including me, Davis devised the Secretariat’s first computerized case management system. Although his colleagues thought he was a dreamer, Davis knew that it was the future—and he was right. Thanks to his perseverance and enthusiasm, the case management system has become essential to the Secretariat of the ICC Court.

Since 1998, I have been in charge of the system upgrades that are necessary to keep pace with the constant and rapid evolution of modern technology. These upgrades led to the creation of the ICC’s current International Court of Arbitration database, IcaBase. While IcaBase has been vital to our internal operations, the growing use of electronic tools by the business community made the need for a similar environment to serve our clients indispensable. Thus, IcaBase became the basis for the development of NetCase, the ICC’s online arbitration database.¹

The purpose of this symposium is to examine the role online dispute resolution (“ODR”) can play in enhancing worldwide understanding. Thus, this article explores that role and describes the ICC’s latest contribution to the development of ODR—the NetCase system.

II. ODR’S ROLE IN ENHANCING WORLDWIDE UNDERSTANDING

Because ODR facilitates communication by bringing people from different countries and cultures together, it can enhance worldwide understanding in several ways. First, ODR helps level the playing field by bringing people together without requiring them to appear before a court or travel for a hearing. ODR processes presuppose that all participants have access to technology, which
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means they have the same opportunity to access to the same information at the same time. This eliminates the financial burden incurred in attending hearings, offers the participants equal and simultaneous access to the information, and prevents parties from being advantaged or disadvantaged by their temporal proximity to a court.

A second way that ODR enhances worldwide understanding is by enhancing the participants’ comfort level. This is especially true for unrepresented parties who may feel more at ease making their submissions online because it gives them time to think and write, instead of having to answer on the spot. Also, some people may feel more comfortable expressing themselves in writing than in speech.

A third aspect that can enhance worldwide understanding is online posting of domain name disputes. Sharing information on the outcome of each case would establish precedent for future disputants and arbitrators to follow, and open the world to greater understanding.

One ODR tool that can be considered among the tools that enhance such worldwide understanding is the ICC’s NetCase platform, which brings people together by offering users instantaneous access to information in a standard environment.

III. THE NETCASE PLATFORM

A. The Purpose and History of the NetCase Project

Today, managing information in a world of rapid progress and developing efficient information systems are critical to continuing success. Users must be able to retrieve information instantly and transmit it easily. At the ICC, we found that the best way to achieve these goals was to use internal expertise for the knowledge management and external technological expertise. In doing so, we created our state-of-the-art computerized case management system, IcaBase, which is specifically adapted to our needs and the way our organization functions. Based on the success and reliability of the IcaBase system, and mindful of the need for developing new tools to serve our arbitration users, we decided to implement NetCase to offer our users the ability to conduct their proceedings online.³

B. The NetCase System

NetCase is an interactive web-based platform that allows users to monitor the progress of pending arbitration cases efficiently and in real time. NetCase functions as a typical offline ICC arbitration procedure, but uses information

---

2. The NetCase icon was chosen to reflect the bringing of people together. It represents a community of people linked together and heading towards the resolution of a dispute.

technology facilities. It is a tool for facilitating information and document exchange between parties, arbitrators, and the ICC, rapidly, in a private, secure, and user-friendly environment.

Because NetCase was devised using IcaBase resources, it is much more than a mere intranet for exchanging documents. Rather, NetCase links up and displays information from both IcaBase and an electronic document management system ("EDM").

Although NetCase offers real-time access to arbitration documents, it should not be thought of as an online arbitration procedure. It does not imply that the case will be conducted exclusively online, nor does it rule out hearings or the transmission of documents offline. For instance, because there is no international instrument that recognizes awards transmitted online, awards are made available on NetCase after the parties are notified in hard copy.5

C. What NetCase Offers

NetCase offers users several advantages without added costs or special hardware or software requirements.6 First, NetCase offers round-the-clock access to the system from anywhere in the world. Thus, it is no longer necessary to wait for office hours to call and find out whether a party has paid its share of the advance on costs or filed its submission, or whether the expenses or fees have been paid to the arbitrators. This saves time for both the staff and the participants.

Second, NetCase allows lawyers and arbitrators to post documents online at any time, and automatically sends e-mail notifications of all new postings to all users associated with the case.7 Posted messages and documents are immediately available and stored in a case-specific, searchable intranet that allows new and existing users easy access. The storage of all exchanges of documents and messages in one single place for everyone is another aspect of this special feature. Lawyers and arbitrators can access submissions any time and from any computer. This allows users to travel or to participate in hearings without having to carry the case documents or photocopy the case files when new counsel or arbitrators join the case.


5. However, encryption is sufficiently safe to avoid security concerns in transmitting documents online.

6. The only software required to use the NetCase system is a web browser.

7. It is recommended to post documents in PDF and TIFF files because those formats are the most universal, widely used, and easily downloaded, and their use would facilitate the efficient retrieval and storage of documents.
Third, NetCase combines speed, security, and confidentiality. Access is restricted to users with login names and passwords, and the system has private forums where arbitration participants can converse in a secured environment, rather than via e-mail. While the transfer speed equals that of e-mail, the NetCase transmissions are encrypted, which makes it impossible for the information to be read during transfer and ensures that it travels to the user’s browser in a secured space. Also, the system scans all posted documents for viruses and rejects any that may be harmful.

The fourth and possibly most important value NetCase provides the ICC arbitration users is the centralized system and standardization. Though lawyers and arbitrators have their own electronic system to manage cases and communicate with clients, each one is organized differently. NetCase offers a uniform system of organization for all players to see the same material, in the same environment, at the same time. The standard presentation also simplifies its use and information searches, and allows users to become familiar with the platform quickly. Using a single, Internet-based space eliminates the need for separate extranets and provides tracking and management functionalities in all matters in which users are involved.

The fifth advantage of NetCase is that it is extremely user-friendly. Any user can browse easily through the platform, regardless of his or her IT literacy. It also allows users to monitor pending cases and travel swiftly from one case to another, without moving or handling files. And, because NetCase is so fast and efficient, it is a great tool for facilitating practitioners’ work.

Finally, the NetCase system offers two sets of user-friendly guidelines: the NetCase Guidelines, which are instructions for NetCase use; and the Guidelines on IT in arbitration, which includes three parts: (1) “Issues to be considered when using IT in international arbitration”; (2) “Operating standards for using IT in international arbitration”; and (3) “Explanatory notes on the standards.” These guidelines are intended to assist arbitration users in organizing procedures whenever they use IT facilities, by anticipating possible problems and issues users should consider. They concern practical issues, such as IT capabilities of each person involved, and organizational issues, such as coherent file naming. But they do not address, and are not meant to address, substantive or procedural arbitration issues.

IV. CONCLUSION

It has been remarked in a paper published by Information Security Solutions Europe that “the one thing about IT that never changes is that it is in a constant state of change.” NetCase will be no exception, because like any new development, it will need constant adaptation and improvements as practice goes

8. Use of NetCase requires lawyers and arbitrators to sign a “Statement of Acceptance of the Conditions of Access and Use of NetCase” before they can be issued a login name and password.
along. However, the feedback we have received from parties and arbitrators using NetCase is very encouraging for new users. Several lawyers have said that NetCase works well and that they did not expect to see such an advanced system. Some of the improvements they suggested, such as a full text search, and many others, are currently in the works. Overall, the tremendous progress that has been achieved during the last ten years in the IT field is a cause for optimism and for confidence in the expansion of IT in arbitration.